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Abstract—Over the past few years, the synergic usage of un-
manned aerial vehicles (later drones) and Internet of Things (IoT)
has successfully transformed into the Internet of Drones (IoD)
paradigm, where the data of interest is gathered and delivered to the
Zone Service Provider (ZSP) by drones for substantial additional
analysis. Considering the sensitivity of collected information and
the impact of information disclosure, information privacy and secu-
rity issues should be resolved properly so that the maximum poten-
tial of IoD can be realized in the increasingly complex cyber threat
environment. Ideally, an authentication and key agreement pro-
tocol can be adopted to establish secure communications between
drones and the ZSP in an insecure environment. Nevertheless, a
large group of drones authenticating with the ZSP simultaneously
will lead to a severe authentication signaling congestion, which
inevitably degrades the quality of service (QoS) of IoD systems. To
properly address the above-mentioned issues, a lightweight group
authentication protocol, called liteGAP, is proposed in this paper.
liteGAP can achieve the authenticated key establishment between a
group of drones and the ZSP concurrently in the IoD environment
using lightweight operations such as hash function, bitwise XOR,
and physical unclonable function (PUF). We verify liteGAP using
AVISPA (a tool for the automatic verification of security protocols)
and conduct formal and informal security analysis, proving that
liteGAP meets all pre-defined security requirements and withstand
various potential cyber attacks. Moreover, we develop an experi-
mental framework and conduct extensive experiments on liteGAP
and two benchmark schemes (e.g., GASE and rampIoD). Experi-
mental findings show that liteGAP outperforms its counterparts in
terms of computational cost as well as communication overhead.

Index Terms—Information privacy and security, Internet of
Drones, signaling congestion, group authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE third decade of the 21st century, drones have entered
a new realm owing to today’s technological advances in
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robotics automation and control, and their applications have
increased rapidly in various fields. For example, on March 29,
2021, 3,281 drones lighted up night sky in Shanghai and formed
into the emblem of luxury vehicle brand Genesis, making a
Guinness World Records title for the most drones airborne simul-
taneously. To fight against coronavirus and save lives across the
world, drones have been widely used by healthcare providers and
biopharmaceutical companies to deliver medicines and vaccines
to hard-to-reach places. Pfizer Inc. announced that Zipline (a
global instant logistics company) has successfully completed the
first COVID-19 vaccine drone delivery in Ghana on November
11, 2021. Drone technology also has the potential to bring huge
economic and societal benefits. According to the April 2021
“Commercial Drone Market” report published by Grand View
Research [1], the drone industry is booming and its market value
is expected to be worth $47.38 billion globally by 2029. With
the innovative developments in materials science, wireless com-
munication, as well as computing and storage, it is predictable
that drone technology will transform the way we work and live
in the near future.

As drones are becoming more commonplace and have
widespread adoption, many attempts have been made to rev-
olutionize the traditional Internet of Things (IoT) by embracing
drones, and build a promising air-ground integrated commu-
nication architecture, which is known as the Internet of Drones
(IoD) [2]. The IoD paradigm partitions airspace into zones, each
of which is coordinated and administered by one or more Zone
Service Providers (ZSPs). The primary function of ZSPs is to
allow drones to connect to a wired network. Typically, a plethora
of drones are deployed to gather task-related information in
the zone and deliver them to the ZSP for further information
mining and analysis. With the growing prevalence of drones,
numerous real-world applications have quickly emerged around
the IoD, ranging from law enforcement surveillance to construc-
tion surveying and inspection. In these emerging applications,
drones can often make the trip faster or accomplish a task more
efficiently with less risk. A telling example is that drones can
survey dangerous sites, sparing employees from exposure to
threats like noxious gas or shaky structures.

A. Motivation

The transformative power of the IoD has been demonstrated in
civilian applications during the coronavirus pandemic. However,
to unleash the full potential of the IoD, several issues need to
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be properly addressed. First, the data collected by drones might
contain sensitive attributes (i.e., facial recognition drones collect
and store very sensitive and personally identifiable information),
thus, the communications between drones and the ZSP over an
open network need to be protected from unauthorized access [3].
Specifically, before exchanging sensitive information, drones
and the ZSP need to perform identity verification and reach an
agreement on the session keys. Second, as a result of drones’
scarce resources, however, full-fledged security solutions (e.g.,
FPGA-based RSA and AES) cannot be directly applied [4]. We
also have to be cognizant of the fact that drones’ capabilities and
functionalities must not be affected by the security schemes, e.g.,
heavyweight security schemes consume a significant amount of
energy, shortening the lifespan of drones. Third, if a large group
of drones communicates with the ZSP for authentication and key
establishment simultaneously, a severe authentication signaling
congestion will occur at the ZSP [5]. As a result, drones might be
faced with authentication failure or even suffer denial of service,
and the overall quality of service (QoS) is adversely affected.

B. Contribution

Based upon the above discussion, this paper proposes a secu-
rity solution that allows a large group of drones to communicate
with the ZSP simultaneously and securely over an open network.
We also perform an in-depth security analysis and conduct
extensive experiments to evaluate the proposed approach. In
short, our main contributions are listed as follows:
� We propose a lightweight group authentication protocol,

called liteGAP, for IoD systems. liteGAP can achieve the
authenticated key establishment between a group of drones
and the ZSP concurrently using lightweight operations
such as hash function, bitwise XOR, and physical unclon-
able function (PUF).

� We verify liteGAP using AVISPA (a tool for the automatic
verification of security protocols) [6] as well as conduct
formal and informal security analysis, proving that liteGAP
meets all pre-defined security requirements and withstand
various potential cyber attacks.

� We develop an experimental framework and conduct exten-
sive experiments on liteGAP and two benchmark schemes,
GASE [7] and rampIoD [8], for performance evaluation.

The experimental findings demonstrate that liteGAP can meet
all security requirements while achieving lower computational
cost and communication overhead.

C. Novelty

Our work is novel in the matter of three aspects: investi-
gating emergent IoD architecture; developing unprecedented
group authentication protocol; and adopting resource-friendly
operations. First, we devote our efforts to the IoD paradigm
which is arguably one of the most important subjects for sci-
entific investigation within many technical communities and
commercial companies. Our thorough analysis of IoD archi-
tecture will serve as a theoretical foundation for understanding
its unique security and privacy challenges and requirements.
Second, we propose a group authentication protocol for IoD

systems. Over the last couple of years, several authentication
mechanisms have been proposed to protect the IoD communi-
cations. However, what has been lacking in the current theory is a
secure and lightweight group authentication protocol that adopts
resource-friendly computing operations to achieve the security
and efficiency requirements concurrently for drone commu-
nications in the IoD environment. Third, the proposed group
authentication protocol is realized with three resource-friendly
techniques: hash function, bitwise XOR, and PUF. Compared to
other heavyweight techniques (i.e., elliptic curve cryptography,
bilinear pairings, etc.) which are used for resource-constrained
communication systems, our solution has less computational
and storage overhead while meeting the required security re-
quirements.

D. Paper Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents and analyzes the state of the art. The background
information of associated technique is provided in Section III.
We describe network and adversary models, as well as security
requirements in Section IV. liteGAP is proposed in Section V.
Section VI and VII are devoted to security verification and
analysis, and experimental study, respectively. Lastly, the paper
is concluded in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

During recent years, some researchers have investigated au-
thenticated key agreement mechanisms so that the entities of
IoD systems are able to exchange information securely in an
untrustworthy environment. In [9], the authors first expose real
weaknesses (i.e., single point of failure and lack of inter-domain
authentication) of centralized IoD authentication systems. Then,
they design a blockchain assisted cross-domain authentication
scheme to protect drone communications in the IoD environ-
ment, where a drone’s federated identity is created using a
threshold signature scheme. Moreover, drones from different
domains are able to verify each other’s identities and set up
secure session keys with the assistance of smart contract. The
experimental study demonstrates that the proposed scheme has
promising performance from the efficiency and effectiveness
point of view. However, the authentication signaling conges-
tion problem existing in the intra-domain did not get authors’
attention at all. In [8], an authentication scheme based upon
elliptic curve cryptosystem and hash algorithm is developed
for IoD networks. Before the drone and the user share any
critical information over an insecure channel, their identifica-
tions are required to be verified first, and then they can reach
an agreement on the session key. One striking feature of their
approach is the privacy guarantee: the user’s and drone’s identity
information are not disclosed during the authentication process.
The proposed scheme delivers better performance along with
advanced security features, nevertheless, it only allows the user
to authenticate with one drone at a time. When the user needs to
establish mutual authentication with a large number of drones
simultaneously for the task of interest, a non-negligible amount
of communication overhead can be expected because the same
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authentication process has to be repeated a sufficient number of
times. The authors in [10] design a group handover mechanism
for 5G-enabled vehicle-to-Everything networks, where the vehi-
cle leader performs mutual authentication with the core network
on behalf of other vehicles. However, vehicles are assumed to
have unlimited resources to perform cryptographic operations,
which is not the case in the IoD environment.

Another area of research has been on the development of
security solutions for the IoT networks. In [11], the authors
investigate the device-to-device (D2D) communication and its
security threats in the 5G-enabled IoT setting. To protect IoT
devices (e.g., drones) from malicious attacks, a 5G D2D ProSe
standard compatible authentication mechanism is proposed. Pre-
cisely, the leader drone first registers with the core network, and
then broadcasts a proxy signature so that it can achieve mutual
authentication with other adjacent drones. After that, the leader
drone serves as a relay point between the backbone network
and the drone swarm for the exchange of critical data. Regret-
tably, acting as the relay node will turn the leader drone into a
single point of failure (SPoF), which makes the entire network
vulnerable to cyber attacks. In [12], a federated learning (FL)
based drone authentication model is designed for drone-enabled
IoT networks, where the deep neural network integrated with
stochastic gradient descent optimization is performed on drones
locally for authentication. In addition, to secure critical pa-
rameters, the secure aggregation mechanism and homomorphic
encryption are adopted. Unfortunately, the major drawback is
that the deep learning model is energy intensive to the resource-
constrained drones.

In [13], the authors propose a group signature mechanism
for blockchain-enabled mobile-edge computing systems. If the
new block contains a valid group signature created through the
BLS aggregate signature algorithm, it is regarded as a legal
block. In addition, they propose an authentication scheme for
mobile device users to relocate between different groups in the
network. The basic idea is to store the authentication credentials
in the blackchain so that mobile device users can access them in
the blockchain for authentication. In [14], a certificate-free au-
thenticated key agreement mechanism is developed for 5G D2D
networks, where the public key and elliptic curve cryptosystems
are adopted to realize the authentication. Moreover, a digital
signature is created to protect D2D group communications from
internal attackers. The authors in [15] develop a secure message
exchange protocol for IoT networks. Through the secure pro-
tocol, IoT devices and untrustworthy edge servers are able to
exchange information freely. In [16], the authors point out that
sequentially authenticating RFID tags will generate heavy com-
munication workloads. To resolve this issue, a security solution
that can achieve group authentication of RFID tags is developed.
If a group of RFID tags respond to the authentication requests
simultaneously, a confirmable bit-collision pattern will be gen-
erated, indicating that the responses of authentication requests
come from the entire group. However, in all the abovementioned
studies, the authors did not take into account mobility, thus, their
approaches are unable to be employed for IoD systems.

In [17], the authors propose an in-network caching for fast
content delivery in Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) networks, where each
vehicle will evaluate the reputation score of content provider

before retrieving their content. In addition, the blockchain
technique is adopted to securely store the reputation value
and incentives-related transactions. In [18], the authors present
blockchain and UAV-enabled edge computing based energy
trading services for the V2G environment. In their approach, the
electric vehicle will select a charging station which is close to its
moving path with the assistance of edge node. The investigated
topics in [17], [18] are urgent, but are not duplicative of what
is being investigated in this paper. Given the expected impact
of the research outcomes, the proposed research is expected to
amplify the authors’ productivity in the V2G domain, as well
as be complementary to what is being done elsewhere and,
more likely, to be synergistic. In summary, many researchers
spent effort on the security issues of IoD systems and developed
various authentication mechanisms. However, they did not give
much attention to a lightweight group authentication protocol
based upon lightweight operations to protect communications
between a group of drones and the ZSP in the IoD environment.

III. PRELIMINARY: PHYSICAL UNCLONABLE FUNCTION

Physical unclonable functions (PUFs) are universally utilized
as a hardware-specific security primitive to offer cryptographic
services for electronic devices [19]. The physical structure of
PUF is formed in the process of manufacturing. Since it is
inevitable for each integrated circuit to have slight physical
differences from the manufacturing process, the PUF is believed
to be impossible to replicate or clone. Thanks to its unique
features, the PUF is generally considered to be the identification
of an electronic device, which is analogous to a person’s social
security number.

Typically, the PUF is fed with an input, termed challenge,
and generates an output, named response. The combination of
challenge and response goes by the name challenge-response
pair (CRP). A single PUF always responds to the same chal-
lenge equivalently (i.e., the same response is produced), and
two distinct PUF instances should respond to the same un-
biased challenges differently (i.e., the different responses are
produced). According to [20], the PUF can be represented as a
mathematical function, denoted as res = Fpuf (che), where che
and res indicate PUF’s challenge and response, respectively.

In noisy environments, the identical challenges fed to the PUF
might not be able to get the same responses [20]. In other words,
the PUF is sensitive to external environment changes/noise,
thus, the secret data of cryptographic operations might not be
regenerated by the PUF. To resolve this important issue, error
correction code (ECC) and fuzzy extractor can be integrated with
the PUF. First, we define an algorithm to generate the response,
rGen. The rGen algorithm will output a set {res, S}. Here, res
is the CRP response, which is the value to be regenerated by the
PUF. S is a helper string which is fed into the PUF to regenerate
the CRP response res. The error correction code (ECC) [21] is
adopted to eliminate up to x bit errors in the CRP response res.

We also design a response restore algorithm, denoted as rRes.
The main purpose of rRes is to allow the PUF to restore the
CRP response res with the assistance of the helper string S and
the error decoding algorithm Der, even if the PUF produces an
outputO′ that differs from the original outputO by at most x bits.
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Algorithm 1: Response Generation Algorithm rGen.

Algorithm 2: Response Restore Algorithm rRes.

Fig. 1. Network model.

IV. NETWORK AND ADVERSARY MODELS

A. Network Model

In this paper, there are two major entities, ZSP and drones,
which are shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that every drone is
furnished with a PUF, and has limited resources (e.g., battery
energy). The focus of this paper is on the mutual authentication
with privacy protection in the IoD environment, thus, we do
not spend effort on the design and creation of real PUF. For
simplicity, the PUF is simulated as a secure process integrated
with fuzzy extractor method and error-correcting technique (see
more details about the implementation of PUF in Section III). In
addition, the ZSP is regarded as a trusted entity with no resource
constraints.

Without loss of generality, we consider the scenario in which
a large group of drones wants to exchange sensitive information
with the ZSP. Since the data will be transmitted over an insecure
communication channel, thus, drones need to authenticate and
establish secure session keys with the ZSP before sharing any
critical information. However, if a large group of drones sends
their separate authentication request messages to the ZSP simul-
taneously, authentication signaling congestion might occur at the
ZSP, which can cause authentication failure or even denial of
service. Thus, an efficient and lightweight group authentication

protocol dedicated for resource-constrained drones is required
for IoD systems.

B. Adversary Model

The formalization of the adversary model is based on Dolev–
Yao threat framework [22]. Thus, the adversary is believed to
have boundless power so that it can control the communica-
tion network. In addition, the adversary can disguise itself as
a legitimate entity of the network. This, in turn, means that
the adversary has the ability to compromise the transmitted
messages. In the IoD setting, it is difficult or impossible to
protect drones physically. Thus, there is some chance that the
drone is physically captured by the adversary [23]. However,
if the adversary plans to fetch the secret data from the PUF,
the physical characteristics of PUF will be compromised and
the original CRP will be destroyed. To sum up, the primary
goal of the adversary is to pretend to be a legitimate entity and
communicate with the trusted ZSP or any legitimate drone, and
then cause serious damage to the national interest, organizations
or individuals.

C. Security Requirements

According to the well-known security objectives of comput-
ing services [24], we outline the following security requirements
to be satisfied by our approach liteGAP.
� Group Authentication: liteGAP must ensure the authentic-

ity of a group of drones and the ZSP, that is, each is the
entity that it claims to be. Additionally, liteGAP should not
allow any adversary to disguise itself as a legitimate entity
(drone or ZSP) for malicious purposes.

� Group Session Key Establishment: After successful group
authentication, liteGAP must achieve an agreement on
session keys between a group of drones and the ZSP.
In addition, liteGAP must ensure that an adversary is
unable to obtain intelligence from the captured session
key.

� Confidentiality: After a secure session key is established,
liteGAP must assure that confidential messages are se-
curely shared between drones and the ZSP over an open
network, and not made available or disclosed to unautho-
rized adversary.

� Integrity: liteGAP must perform the verification on the
source of messages, and make sure that the messages are
free from deliberate or inadvertent unauthorized manipu-
lation or modification.

� Anonymity: liteGAP must use the pseudonyms of drones
during the group authentication phase. Moreover, liteGAP
must ensure that the real identities of drones are only known
to the trusted ZSP, and an adversary cannot reveal drones’
real identities via eavesdropping.

� Secure Against Cyber Attacks: liteGAP must be secure
against well-known cyber attacks such as ZSP spoofing
attack, replay attack, message modification attack, man-
in-the-middle attack, drone capture attack, known session
key attack, and drone impersonation attack.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

V. LITEGAP: LIGHTWEIGHT GROUP AUTHENTICATION SCHEME

We propose a lightweight group authentication protocol,
also called liteGAP, for IoD systems. In general, liteGAP is
designed based upon lightweight operations such as bitwise
XOR, hashing, and PUF operations. The basic idea of liteGAP
is that the system is first initialized through ZSPs choosing
and publishing a set of system parameters and functions, and
drones selecting their real identities and PUF challenges. After
system initialization, each drone can register with the ZSP
by exchanging group authentication information and identity
information. Finally, the ZSP will authenticate a group of drones
and establish secure session keys with all drones simultaneously.
Specifically, liteGAP is comprised of three stages to achieve the
authenticated key establishment between a group of drones and
the ZSP concurrently: (i) setup stage; (ii) registration stage; as
well as (iii) group authentication and key establishment stage.
In this paper, we choose drone Ni as a representative example
to explain the operations in liteGAP. We also assume that a total
of p drones, including drone Ni (i ≤ p), are deployed for the
task/missionTj . The mathematical symbols used in liteGAP and
their meaning are provided in Table I.

A. Setup Phase

In the setup phase, ZSP Zs chooses system parameters and
secure function, and drone Ni chooses its identity-related infor-
mation. When the setup phase is over, Zs will have a private
key, while Ni will obtain its real identity and PUF challenge.
The detailed steps are as follows.

Fig. 2. Registration phase.

1) Zs chooses its identity ZIDs, private key PRs, and a
hashing algorithmH(·).Zs publishes (ZIDs,H(·)) while
keeps PRs securely.

2) Ni randomly chooses its real identity IDi and PUF chal-
lenge chei. Ni saves (IDi, chei) secretly.

B. Registration Phase

In the registration phase, drone Ni registers with ZSP Zs by
submitting a registration request. Upon receiving the registration
request from Ni, Zs generates the group authentication related
information and share them with Ni. When the registration
phase is over, Zs will obtain Ni’s real identity, pseudonym,
PUF challenge, and group authentication information, while Ni

will receive its group authentication related information. Fig. 2
presents the registration process of liteGAP, and the key steps
of registration process are explained below.

1) Ni feeds its PUF challenge chei into response generation
algorithm rGen(·) and computes the corresponding PUF
response resi = rGen(n, chei). Ni also feeds its IDi and
resi into the hashing algorithm to calculate the pseudonym
PIDi = H(IDi ‖ resi). Here, the pseudonym of drone,
rather than the real identity of drone, will be used for the
communication with the group leader later to preserve the
identity privacy of drone.

2) Ni sends a registration request containing (IDi, PIDi,
resi, Tj) to Zs via a secure channel (e.g., time-based OTP
algorithm (TOTP) [25]).

3) After receiving the registration request from Ni, Zs gen-
erates a nonce rts, and computes the group identity GIDj

=H(Tj ‖ZIDs) and the group token GTj =H(GIDj ‖
rts). Note that this step is only executed when Zs receives
the first registration request for the task Tj .

4) Zs stores (IDi, PIDi, resi, Tj , GIDj , GTj) in the
database, and sends (GIDj , GTj) to Ni via a secure
channel. Here,Zs storesGIDj andGTj so that it does not
need to re-calculate them when the other drone registers
for the same task Tj .

5) Ni receives (GIDj , GTj) and stores them along with
(IDi, chei) securely.
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Fig. 3. Group authentication and key establishment phase.

C. Group Authentication and Key Establishment Phase

During the process of group authentication and key estab-
lishment, ZSP Zs authenticates a pack of drones and reaches
an agreement on the secret session keys with all drones in the
group simultaneously. Fig. 3 presents the group authentication
and key establishment process of liteGAP, and its major steps
are explained below.

1) A group leader GLj is selected based on fuzzy logic
algorithm which takes input as drones’ residual energy
and the distances between drones and ZSP Zs [26].

2) Ni generates a nonce rt+1
i and calculates M 1

i =H(PIDi

‖ GIDj ‖ resi) ⊕ rt+1
i . Ni also calculates a message

authentication code (MAC) MAC1
i = C(M 1

i ‖ rt+1
i ).

Finally, Ni sends its authentication request (M 1
i , MAC1

i )
to GLj .

3) When GLj receives all authentication requests from the
group, it calculates an aggregate message authentication
code [27] MAC∗j = MAC1

1 ⊕MAC1
2 ⊕ · · · ⊕MAC1

p

⊕ H(Tj ‖ GIDj). Here, p is the total number of drones
in the group.

4) GLj generates an aggregate authentication request M ∗
j =

(M 1
1 ‖M 1

2 ‖ · · · ‖M 1
p ‖MAC∗j ), and sends (M ∗

j ,MAC∗j )
to Zs.

5) After Zs receives (M ∗
j , MAC∗j ) from GLj , it retrieves

drones’ identity-related information and group authen-
tication related information from the database. Then, it
restores the nonce and computes the MAC for the authen-
tication request from each drone as the following.

rt+1′
i = M 1

i ⊕H(PID′i ‖ GID′j ‖ res′i)
MAC1′

i = C(M 1
i ‖ rt+1′

i )

Here, Zs can easily relate M 1
i to the corresponding PUF

response res′i. This is because Zs obtains Ni real iden-
tity, pseudonym, PUF challenge, and group authentication
information and stores them in the database during the
registration phase.

6) Zs computes MAC∗
′

j = MAC1′
1 ⊕ MAC1′

2 ⊕ · · · ⊕
MAC1′

p ⊕H(T ′j ‖GID′j), and checksMAC∗
′

j
?
=MAC∗j .

If they are equal, Zs proceeds with the following steps.
Otherwise, the group authentication request is rejected.

7) Once the verification succeeds, Zs generates a nonce rt+2
s

and calculates the group key GKj = H(PRs ‖ GTj ‖
rt+2
s ). It also generates M 1

s and MAC1
s and sends (M 1

s ,
MAC1

s) to GLj .

M 1
s = H(ZIDs ‖ GIDj ‖ GTj)⊕GKj .

MAC1
s = C(M 1

s ‖ GKj)

Then, Zs establishes secure session keys for all drones in
the group as the following.

SK1�s = H(res′1)⊕H(GKj)

SK2�s = H(res′2)⊕H(GKj)

· · ·
SKp�s = H(res′p)⊕H(GKj)

Here, since Zs will generate a different nonce each
time, the calculated group key will also be different. As
a result, Zs is able to establish different secure session
keys with all drones during the group authentication and
key establishment stage. In other words, the secure session
keys will be frequently updated in our approach liteGAP.

8) On receiving (M 1
s , MAC1

s) from Zs, GLj retrieves the
group authentication related information and calculates
the following.

GK ′j = M 1
s ⊕H(ZID′s ‖ GID′j ‖ GT ′j)

MAC1′
s = C(M 1

s ‖ GK ′j)

After that, GLj checks the validation of MAC1′
s =

MAC1
s . If they are equal, GLj broadcasts (M 1

s , MAC1
s)

to all drones in the group. Otherwise, it discards the
message.

9) After receiving (M 1
s , MAC1

s) from GLj , Ni first restores
GK ′j =M 1

s ⊕H(ZID′s ‖GID′j ‖GT ′j), and then verifies
whether MAC1′

s equals to MAC1
s or not (similar to the

previous step). If the verification fails, Ni discards the
message. If the verification succeeds, it computes its own
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Fig. 4. Communication sequence diagram of AVISPA security verification.

secure session key as follows.

resi = rRes(chei, S)

SKi�s = H(resi)⊕H(GK ′j)

By this time, the group authentication between all drones
in the group and ZSP Zs is executed completely, and
secure session keys have been successfully established for
all drones to securely communicate with ZSP Zs.

VI. LITEGAP’S RESILIENCE AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Security Verification

Security protocols might have weaknesses which can be
exploited by the adversary to conduct serious attacks without
compromising cryptography, such as masquerading attacks or
replay attacks. Thus, we choose AVISPA [28], a tool for the
automatic verification of security protocols, to automatically
analyze and validate our approach liteGAP, and demonstrate
that liteGAP is able to work securely even under worst-case
adversarial environments. Typically, the to-be-validated security
protocol can be represented as a security problem in the HLPSL
(the programming language on AVISPA) [6], and then evaluated
against masquerading attacks, replay attacks, and other unknown
attacks on AVISPA. If the security protocol suffers from a
specific attack, AVISPA will display the vulnerable scenario as
a sequence diagram. Otherwise, the security protocol is marked
as “safe” by AVISPA.

AVISPA provides two evaluation components: On-the-fly
Model-Checker (OFMC) and Constraint-Logic-based Attack
Searcher (CL-AtSe). Specially, OFMC evaluates the security
protocol through falsification and bounded verification. CL-
AtSe is able to deal with algebraic properties of cryptographic
operators and associativity of message concatenation, as well
as detect type-flaw attacks. In Virtual Box [29], we first install
Ubuntu 10.04, and then set up and configure a fully-functional
SPAN+AVISPA [6] environment. The communication sequence
diagram of AVISPA security verification as well as the outputs
of OFMC and CL-AtSe are demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5
respectively, showing that liteGAP is a safe security protocol and
secure against masquerading attacks, replay attacks, and other
unknown attacks. The HLPSL security verification programs are
available at the https://github.com/congpu/liteGAP.

Fig. 5. Security verification results using AVISPA’s CL-AtSe and OFMC.

B. Formal Security Analysis

We provide a formal security analysis of liteGAP, which
focuses on sharing the secret information resi between drone
IDi and ZSP Zs. Here, the secret information resi is used to
achieve the authentication and key establishment between drone
IDi and ZSPZs. The goal of formal security analysis is to prove
that resi is a good shared secret between drone IDi and ZSP
Zs. In other words, the secret information resi should not be
accessed by any attacker. We adopt the inference rules proposed
by Mao and Boyd [30] to build the formal security analysis of
the secret information resi in liteGAP. Moreover, according to
the operations in setup and registration phases, we can build the
following beliefs.

1) IDi |= IDi
resi←→ Zs and Zs|=Zs

resi←→IDi: The initial
response resi of drone IDi is securely shared between
drone IDi and ZSP Zs.

2) IDi |= Zs � ‖ IDi: The real identify of drone IDi is
known by ZSP Zs.

3) IDi |= IDi
PIDi←→ Zs and Zs|=Zs

PIDi←→IDi: ZSP Zs saves
the pseudonym of drone IDi in its database, while drone
IDi can compute its PIDi using its real identify and
response Rt

i .

4) IDi |= IDi
GIDj←→ Zs and Zs|=Zs

GIDj←→IDi: The group
identity GIDj is securely shared between drone IDi and
ZSP Zs.
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Fig. 6. Proof that drone IDi and ZSP Zs believe that secret information resi is only shared between themselves.

5) IDi |= IDi
GTj←→ Zs and Zs|=Zs

GTj←→IDi: The group
token GTj is securely shared between drone IDi and ZSP
Zs.

6) IDi |= Zs � ‖ rt+1 and Zs|=IDi|={Zs}�‖rt+1: Drone
IDi generates a new rt+1 each time.

7) IDi |= #(resi): Drone IDi generates a fresh resi each
time.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the formal security analysis of lite-
GAP with regards to sharing the secret information resi be-
tween drone IDi and ZSP Zs. The rationale behind prov-
ing the security of secret information resi is that resi
is critical for the authentication as well as the establish-
ment of session key. We first establish the statements,
IDi|=IDi

resi←→Zs andZs|=IDi
resi←→Zs, and make them become

the foundation of the logical proof. Second, the Good Key
rule [30] is applied to the statements IDi|=IDi

resi←→Zs and
Zs|=IDi

resi←→Zs, respectively. The Good Key rule indicates
that if IDi believes that resi is only available to IDi and Zs

(IDi|={IDi, Zs}�‖resi or Zs|={IDi, Zs}�‖resi), and IDi

knows that resi is fresh (IDi|=#(resi)), then IDi believes
that resi is a good shared secret information between IDi

and Zs. Third, we apply the Confidentiality rule [30] to prove
IDi|={IDi, Zs}�‖resi and Zs|={IDi, Zs}�‖resi. Before
that, we need to show that resi is a shared secret information
between IDi and Zs (IDi|=IDi

resi←→Zs and Zs|=Zs
resi←→IDi).

Fortunately, the above statement is one of the initial beliefs,
thus, the truth of the security claims IDi|=IDi

resi←→Zs and
Zs|=IDi

resi←→Zs are successfully proved. In summary, accord-
ing to Fig. 6, it is strongly believed that the secret information
resi is a good shared secret between drone IDi and ZSP Zs.

C. Informal Security Analysis

In the following, we will exhibit how liteGAP satisfies the
pre-defined security requirements in Section IV.C. First of all,
liteGAP can achieve group authentication between a group of
drones and the ZSP. This is because the group leader drone first
collects separate authentication request from a group of drones.
Then, it generates and issues an aggregate authentication request
to the ZSP. After that, the ZSP can verify the identity of each
drone based on the separate authentication request. Moreover, a
group of drones and the ZSP can reach an agreement on the secret
session keys for future communications using liteGAP. After the
group authentication succeeds, the ZSP will calculate the group
key which will be utilized to produce the secret session key for
each drone. Third, liteGAP can guarantee the confidentiality of
messages exchanged in an open network because the messages

are encrypted using the established session key. Fourth, liteGAP
can achieve integrity because a message authentication code
(MAC) is generated for each exchanged message. Last but
not least, liteGAP supports anonymous communication for IoD
systems. The rationale is that each drone is using its pseudonym,
rather than its real identity, in the exchanged messages.

liteGAP is also secure against many well-known security at-
tacks. First, liteGAP can defend against physical capture attack.
The attacker might capture drone Ni and retrieve its identity-
related information stored in the memory, e.g., IDi and chei,
through probing attack. However, the attacker is unable to obtain
the critical cryptography-related information such as resi from
drone Ni. This is because the PUF of Ni will be destroyed and
the original resi cannot be regenerated whenever the attacker
plans to retrieve resi from Ni’s integrated circuit. Second,
liteGAP is secure against replay attack. Since each message
is piggybacked with timestamp ts, ZSP Zs is able to verify
ts, and then detect and discard the replayed messages. Third,
liteGAP is secure from drone impersonation attack. Suppose that
an adversary wants to impersonate a legitimate droneNi in order
to establish authentication with ZSP Zs to cause some financial
and strategic damages. In order to send a valid authentication
request to the group leader GLj , e.g., (M 1

i , MAC1
i ) on behalf

of legitimate drone Ni, the adversary obtains the identifier of
group leader GLj and then generates a nonce rt+1

i . However,
without having the valid CRP (chei, resi) of legitimate drone
Ni, it is a difficult task for the adversary to generate the valid
M 1

i and MAC1
i which can be correctly decoded by ZSP Zs.

As a result, the adversary cannot generate a valid authentication
request on behalf of legitimate drone Ni. Thus, it is impractical
for the adversary to impersonate drone Ni. Fourth, liteGAP
generates message authentication code MAC to authenticate
the corresponding message, thus, liteGAP can defend against
message modification attack. Lastly, liteGAP is not vulnerable to
man-in-the-middle attack. In liteGAP, ZSPZs first authenticates
and establishes a secure session key with drone Ni. After that,
Zs and Ni can safely communicate over an insecure channel,
and the attacker is unable to replay and modify the transmitted
messages. In summary, liteGAP can meet all required security
requirements as outlined in Section IV.C., and the list of achieved
security requirements is summarized in Table II.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Environment

We build an experimental framework on the MacBook Air
laptop and conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of liteGAP. An Eclipse simulation environment [31] is set
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TABLE II
ACHIEVED SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

up on the MacBook Air laptop, where liteGAP and two bench-
mark schemes are implemented in Java programming language.
The MacBook Air laptop runs macOS Ventura 13.3.1 operating
system with Apple M2 chip (8-core CPU, 10-core GPU, and
16-core Neural Engine), and the size of unified memory and
SSD hard drive are 8 GB and 512 GB, respectively.

B. Benchmark Schemes and Performance Metrics

We choose two representative protocols, GASE [7] and
rampIoD [8], as the benchmark schemes, and compare them
with liteGAP for performance evaluation and analysis. rampIoD
represents the typical authentication schemes which have been
widely proposed in the IoD community, where a central authority
authenticates the two entities (i.e., user and drone), and then
helps them mutually authenticate each other and establish a
session key. Since the current IoD community does not have
similar group authentication technique, we have to select a
group authentication protocol from a similar environment as
another benchmark scheme. GASE is a group authentication
protocol with key agreement feature which is proposed for edge
computing environments. The basic idea of GASE and rampIoD
are presented below:
� GASE: The objective of GASE is to validate and authen-

ticate a mass of IoT devices without overburdening the
central server in the cloud-edge-IoT environment. First, all
registered IoT devices are divided into a number of groups,
including one edge node and one group leader. Second,
all members in the group are authenticated by the group
leader using multi-secret sharing scheme. Third, the group
leader sends the validated IoT devices’ identifiers to the
edge node. Lastly, the edge node combines all identifiers
and transmits it to the central server for verification.

� rampIoD: rampIoD is designed to establish an authenti-
cated communication between the user and the drone in
the IoD environment. First, the IoD system is initialized
through choosing and publishing the system parameters
by the control room. Second, the drone and the user
register themself with the control room to obtain their
secret credentials. Third, before the user and the drone
can exchange any sensitive information securely, they are
required to achieve the authentication with the control room
first. Finally, with the assistance of the control room, the

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION COST

user and the drone will establish a secure session key for
future communication.

The performance of liteGAP, GASE, and rampIoD are mea-
sured in diverse performance metrics such as communication
cost, run time, CPU time, as well as storage overhead. In the
following, we provide the meaning of performance metric and
explain how to measure and obtain the corresponding results.
� The communication cost is represented in terms of two

sub-metrics, which are the number of transmitted messages
and the energy consumption of message transmissions.
Since the actual wireless communication between the IoD
entities is not being simulated in the experiments, we just
simply investigate liteGAP and two benchmark schemes,
and count the number of transmitted messages. The energy
consumption of message transmissions is the product of the
number of transmitted messages and the energy consump-
tion of sending and receiving a single message [32].

� The run time and the CPU time are very similar; both of
them are measuring the total time elapsed from when the
protocol begins execution to when the protocol finishes
execution. However, the major difference between the run
time and the CPU time is that the CPU time does not include
the latency due to operating in low-power idle state as well
as input/output operation delay.

� The storage overhead indicates how much memory space
is required by the protocol.

We choose two experimental parameters, which are the
number of drones in the network and the number of algorithm
executions, to measure the results of performance metrics. The
reason that we select the number of drones in the network as one
of the experimental parameters is because this paper focuses
on the group authentication protocol. By varying the number
of drones in the network, we can easily observe the perfor-
mance difference between our approach liteGAP and bench-
mark scheme GASE and rampIoD, and how much performance
improvement our approach liteGAP can make. We also obtain
the experimental results by changing the number of algorithm
executions, which will help us observe the performance of all
three schemes from a long-term running point of view.

C. Performance Results and Analysis

First, the communication cost is presented in Table III, where
the number of transmitted messages and the energy consumption
of message transmissions are obtained for liteGAP, GASE, and
rampIoD. In this experiment, we assume that 200 drones form a
group and want to authenticate and establish secure session keys
with the ZSP simultaneously. According to the communication
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Fig. 7. Run time against the number of executions.

sequence diagram of rampIoD, a total of 600 messages are
required to be transmitted when a group of 200 drones are
considered. In fact, each drone is required to exchange three
(3) messages with the ZSP to successfully complete the process
of authentication and key agreement in rampIoD. In GASE, a
total of 403 messages are needed when a group of 200 drones
exist in the network. First, each drone sends a message to the
group leader drone for revealing its secret share, and then the
group leader drone broadcasts one confirmation message to all
drones. After that, each drone sends a message with the MAC to
the group leader drone. Finally, the group leader drone transmits
two messages to the authentication server for authenticating the
group. In summary, a total of 403 messages are transmitted
during the entire process. However, our approach liteGAP only
needs 203 messages exchanged between a group of 200 drones
and the ZSP. To be specific, the group leader drone first receives
an independent authentication request message from each drone
in the group. After that, two additional messages (e.g., aggregate
authentication request and authentication response messages)
will be exchanged between the group leader drone and the ZSP.
Finally, the authentication response message is broadcasted to
all other drones in the group by the group leader drone. To
sum up, 203 message transmissions are observed by liteGAP. In
addition, the energy consumption of message transmissions for
liteGAP, GASE, and rampIoD are 2.29×10−2, 4.54×10−2, and
6.76×10−2, respectively. Since our approach liteGAP requires
a less number of messages to be exchanged in the network, less
energy is consumed for wireless communication by liteGAP.

Second, the run time is measured by changing the number of
protocol executions, and the results are presented in Fig. 7. As
shown in Fig. 7, the run time of liteGAP, GASE, and rampIoD
become greater as the number of executions is increased from 10
times to 100 times. Since the protocols are executed repeatedly, a
longer run time will be required to run the protocols more times.
As a result, the overall run time of three schemes will obviously
experience an increment as the number of executions increases.
For rampIoD, it is always the most time-consuming protocol
when the number of executions is varied from 10 to 100 times.
This is because rampIoD is implemented based on heavy-weight
techniques such as authenticated encryption with associative
data and elliptic curve cryptography. It is widely known that
elliptic curve point multiplication is an expensive operation. As
a result, a longer time can be expected certainly when rampIoD

Fig. 8. Run time against the number of drones.

is executed. And when we change the number of executions, the
run time of rampIoD increases significantly. GASE is a group
authentication protocol designed for edge computing environ-
ments, where secret sharing scheme and aggregated message
authentication code are adopted to achieve the group authen-
tication. Compared to the techniques used in rampIoD, secret
sharing scheme and aggregated message authentication code
are regarded as light-weight operations, and they will take less
time to execute. Thus, GASE finishes the authentication process
more quickly, and a smaller run time is observed by GASE
when the number of executions is increased. Our approach
liteGAP shows the lowest run time compared to rampIoD and
GASE with a varying number of executions. Instead of executing
the same authentication scheme for each drone in the group,
liteGAP is able to realize the group authentication between a
drone swarm and the ZSP. Thus, the lowest execution time is
observed by liteGAP. Note that rampIoD has to execute the entire
authentication scheme for each drone in the group so that they
can achieve the group authentication. Even through GASE is
a group authentication protocol, however, it is not designed for
IoD systems and secret sharing scheme is more time-consuming
than the techniques used in liteGAP.

Third, we measure the run time of liteGAP, GASE, and ram-
pIoD by changing the number of drones in the network in Fig. 8.
Overall, the increasing number of drones in the network will
make the run time of all three schemes increase. The rationale
is that certain operations will be executed more times when
the number of drones is increased. Finally, a longer run time
is observed for all three schemes. liteGAP and GASE show a
lower run time than rampIoD because rampIoD is a one-to-one
authentication protocol, not a group authentication protocol.
When the network has more drones, it is obvious that rampIoD
will take more time to authenticate them because each drone
will need a separate authentication. The run time of liteGAP is
lower than that of GASE because the run time of secret sharing
scheme in GASE significantly increases when the number of
drones increases in the network.

Fourth, the CPU time of liteGAP, GASE, and rampIoD are
measured against the number of executions and the number of
drones in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. Unlike the run time,
the CPU time does not include the latency due to operating in
low-power idle state as well as input/output operation delay. As
shown in Fig. 9, an increasing number of executions results in
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Fig. 9. CPU time against the number of executions.

Fig. 10. CPU time against the number of drones.

an increment in CPU time for all three schemes. However, our
scheme liteGAP still demonstrates the lowest CPU time because
of the adoption of lightweight operations such as bitwise XOR,
PUF, and hash function. In addition, the group authentication
between multiple drones and the ZSP can be achieved by our
scheme liteGAP, thus, the number of authentication operations
is reduced and a lower CPU time is obtained. A lower CPU time
is also obtained by GASE compared to rampIoD, because
GASE is designed for group authentication with light-weight
techniques (i.e., secret sharing scheme and aggregated message
authentication code). The highest CPU time belongs to rampIoD
because it adopts resource-hungry techniques such as authenti-
cated encryption with associative data and elliptic curve cryp-
tography. Fig. 10 also shows that our approach liteGAP provides
the lowest CPU time as the number of drones is increased from
50 to 500.

Fifth, we obtain the storage usage of liteGAP, GASE, and
rampIoD by changing the number of drones, and present the
results in Fig. 11. rampIoD requires the largest amount of mem-
ory storage to run. This is because the authenticated encryption
with associative data and elliptic curve cryptography are more
complex than the techniques being used in both liteGAP and
GASE. As a result, more space would be needed for instructions,
environmental stack, as well as data by rampIoD. Compared to
secret sharing scheme and aggregated message authentication
code, bitwise XOR, PUF, and hash function do not have high
storage demand. Thus, a lower storage usage is obtained by our
approach liteGAP.

Finally, in Table IV we measure and present the results of
average storage usage for liteGAP, GASE, and rampIoD. Over-
all, the average storage usage of our approach liteGAP is much

Fig. 11. Storage usage against the number of drones.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE STORAGE USAGE

lower than that of GASE and rampIoD. When the IoD system
comprises 200 drones, the storage space required by liteGAP
is approximately 7.34 MB. However, for GASE and rampIoD,
12.5 MB and 35 MB storage space are consumed, respectively.
The reason behind this interesting result is that our approach
liteGAP adopts lightweight operations which execute faster and
use less storage space. GASE and rampIoD use more complex
operations such as secret sharing scheme and authenticated
encryption with associative data scheme, respectively. Thus,
more storage space is consumed by them.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we focused on the issue of information privacy
and security in the IoD environment, and then designed liteGAP,
a lightweight group authentication protocol, for IoD systems.
With liteGAP, a drone swarm and the ZSP can realize the
authenticated key establishment concurrently. We first imple-
mented liteGAP in HLPSL and performed a security verification
on AVISPA, and liteGAP is believed to be secure and there is
no security weaknesses. Moreover, we conducted a formal and
informal security assessment on liteGAP, showing that liteGAP
meets all the pre-defined security requirements. Finally, we built
an experimental simulation framework, implemented liteGAP
and its counterparts in Java, and then evaluated and analyzed
their performance. The experimental results showed that lite-
GAP can provide better performance than the state-of-the-art
schemes.

Although liteGAP outperforms existing schemes, we still see
potential for further improvements. To be specific, liteGAP does
not support cross-domain group authentication that the drones
authenticate with the ZSPs located in different physical domains.
Nonetheless, how to realize the process of authentication and
key agreement between a group of drones and different ZSPs in
the IoD environment is a non-trivial problem. Recently, some
researchers adopt blockchain technique to resolve the issue of
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cross-domain authentication. Unfortunately, these blockchain-
based security protocols require the frequent update of cryp-
tographic information stored in the blockchain, which incurs a
very high communication and computation overhead. As a future
work, we plan to look into this potential problem, and propose a
lightweight cross-domain group authentication protocol for the
IoD systems.
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